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The Hemi Foundation

 Presents  
 

"Hope in One
 Hemisphere" 

 
Watch it Here! 

 
*

Christmas Ideas :

 
The Hemi

 Foundation Store 
100s of Items to
 Chose From!!! 

 
Shirts
Mugs

Buttons
Magnets

Hats
Baby Clothes

Jewelry
Ornaments

Hoodies
Pajamas
Clocks

Calendars
Note Cards

Stickers

Dear Hemi Foundation Supporter,
 
December 31st is only a day away, and The
 Hemispherectomy Foundation will close another
 successful year of helping children and families who are
 impacted by radical brain surgery.
  
Thank You for being a part of that in 2012.
  
As the year comes to a close, many of you are considering
 where to make your year-end charitable contributions. 
 On behalf of the children that we support, I ask that you
 consider The Hemispherectomy Foundation this year.
 
It is a GREAT time of year to get that end-of-year tax
 deduction. You benefit, and so do the children that we
 support.   Here are some even better reasons.
  
How did The Hemispherectomy Foundation use your 2012
 donations?

Funded Medical Research
Sent Hospital Hemi Hug Care Packages worldwide to
 kids facing Hemispherectomy brain surgery
Provided Financial Aid Hardship Grants and
 Financial Travel Aid Grants to families.
Awarded College Scholarships and Camp
 Scholarships.
Created a Research Fund to support research into
 targeting hemi-related epilepsy and rehab.
Hosted the 2012 International Hemi Conference &
 Family Retreat and multiple regional events.

2013 is just around the corner, and we desperately need
 YOUR help again to continue these valuable programs.
 Please consider these children in your end-of-year Holiday
 Giving. Just a small donation will make a difference in a
 child's life.
 
It is also a GREAT time of year to get that end-of-year tax
 deduction. You benefit, and so do the children that we
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Sport the Latest Hemi
 Gear and Support a

 GREAT Cause.

  

Our Mission

 

To Encourage and Support
 impacted families by connecting

 them with other families who have
 had a hemispherectomy or similar

 surgery.

 
To Work together with medical
 professionals to fund research
 into the cause of the diseases

 that lead to intractable epilepsy,
 hemispherectomy, and the

 surgery itself.

 
To Raise Money for camp fees,

 scholarships for trade schools and
 higher education as well as
 provide financial relief for

 struggling families
Read stories of hope about our

 families on
 
 

hemifoundation.org
 

 support. Everyone wins!
 
 
Here's how your gift can make a difference to a child today
 and in 2013 :

$10 - $25 will pay the postage to send one child a
 Hospital Hemi Hug care package.
$50 will pay for 100 Brochures to send to new
 families, neurologists, neurosurgeons, and other
 doctors.
$100  -  $500 will send a child to the Summer Camp
 of their choice.
$1,000 will fund one College or Trade School
 Scholarship or help fund Research.
$1,000 plus will help fund various ongoing Medical
 Research projects that benefit families impacted by
 Hemispherectomy Brain Surgery. 

 
Thank You !           

 

Kristi Hall
President and Co-Founder,

The Hemispherectomy Foundation
      

 
Donations can be sent to The Hemi Foundation, PO BOX 1239, Aledo, TX  76008

or Online at www.HemiFoundation.org.
All donations are 100% tax deductible.   Hemispherectomy Angels is a 501c3

 Public Charity EIN:26-2864993

Contact The Hemispherectomy
 Foundation

 
 
The Hemispherectomy Foundation
PO Box 1239
Aledo, Texas 76008
817-307-9880
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